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dwayne did a great job structuring this lab. when we first meet up, he walks me through the labs for the first three
labs, and discusses how to get access to root through various services. this includes general information on how to
gain access to those systems, before he leads us to the box of secrets, where the final four flags are. first, we try to
brute force ssh, which is blocked, and then we review some less common methods to get access to further systems.
i spend a little time exploring the logcabin tool and plugging it into gns3 for the first time, and then we look at the
other vagaries of the unilang labs. python bin/console sys.local_log_level=error im using a python script to send an
email on behalf of a user account and install a fake smtp server. thus, the user sends a valid email, and the smtp
server accepts it, causing the process to execute the fake smtp server by default. this allows us to have a valid
enough shell to do some damage. had this not been configured by default, the user would have sent a mock email.
another cool thing was that there is an easy way to configure the fake smtp server to send emails with spoofed
headers. this allows us to have a real authentic source email that looks like it came from the ip address we want the
shell to connect to. _________________________________________________ |send email via your real smtp server |
|username: admin@example.com| |account: example.com | |domain: example.com | |authentication: none |
|sender's email: admin@example.com | |date: wed, 09 dec 2016 18:53:20 +0000 | |email contents: |
|from:admin@example.com | |to:example.com | |subject:test email |
|_________________________________________________| let us say that i wanted to change the domain to something a bit
more interesting, like developer@htb.example, so that the email would be delivered to a valid target email address.
this can be done by changing the to and from fields. so, this would become:
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i’ve mentioned several times that ippsecs had made his own tools to solve security problems. the homeguard proxy
is a product thats been out for a long time. im still surprised that he was seeing problems with it, especially since
most of the isps are using nat and don’t speak on port 5061. turns out thats a problem. so it appears that a vpn
security product can be defeated by exploiting a proxy, and then proxying through a vpn too. this is a problem
because the apple xns system on router r1 is running with admin privileges on port 4971 and is listed in the osx
keychain. there’s a million ways i could try to access this in the firewall from the internet. this gives me a remote

shell. from there, i can move on to any potential box that is connecting to this box. a little bit like the previous post,
i pretty much ate my way through this box, providing access to a couple of good passwords (even if only a weak one
for most) at first. at this point i was beginning to map the box, and while i see a couple of exploits that might work, i

was making progress. still, i had access to 2 more hosts, and one was capped, which i didnt have the time or
patience to crack. with a little bit of patience and forethought, however, ill find the root password. the box is kind of
like a compromised vpn. there are two vpn devices, one of which is a bit flaky. sometimes, if there is a connectivity
glitch, the passwords dont work. ive not tested the other one, but a rep provided me access to it at the same place.
this brings me to the ssh key i couldnt find at first, and which is used to remote into the box. then i begin to crack

the password next, which is then used to access the remote box. from that point, ill write a new plugin that will write
a pcap that washes out the login traffic to a user. ill also write a malicious ngrok plugin that will take the ip address

of my dns, and then ssh over dns into the ip, providing a permanent access. 5ec8ef588b
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